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Abstract – In present scenario or power distribution sector
electrical power quality plays a key role as a prime requirement of
consumer. Various Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS)
devices have been implemented for the same. This paper presents
an ample review of literature in which control scheme and
implementation of Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is discussed.
DVR is a custom power electronic device connected in series with
the system for compensation of voltage disturbances by series
injection with the help of a series transformer.

control load voltage will turn out inadequately damped
response because of the presence of change harmonic
filter within the restorer .Along with sag and swell
harmonics is major power quality problem.
To handle harmonics a novel controller is proposed in [3].
This proposed controller has a feed forward loop and two
feedback loops. First feedback circuit is employed to
actively increase the damping part of LC filter system to
stay the
output
voltage
overshoot at
intervals acceptable vary. On the opposite hand, feed
forward loop is employed to compensate the fall because
of the feedback circuit. Another feedback loop based on
digital repetitive control algorithm is utilized to compensate
the periodic harmonics of the load voltage, which may come
from power converter, source and non linear load.
The energy storage device and DC-link provide the real
power and the required energy of DVR in throughout the
compensation stage. This energy storage unit is applied by
either AC/DC rectifiers (topology while not energy) [4] or
rechargeable storage systems (topology with energy
storage).
Energy storage is needed to produce active power to the
load throughout deep voltage sags. Lead-acid batteries,
flywheel, Super-Capacitors and Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage (SMES) is used for energy storage [5].
In no energy storage topology, the remaining voltage
on provide facet or
load facet is
employed to
produce necessary power to the system if the DVR is
connected to robust grid. In load facet connected kind, the
DC
link
voltage is
nearly constant as
a
result
of it's continuously fed from corrected constant load voltage
[6].
For the prevention of interruptions caused by voltage sag,
particularly in critical loads, the foremost choice is the
DVR. The principles of DVR’s performance dictate the fact
that DVR injects the desired voltage and mitigates every
balanced/imbalanced voltage [7]
The DVR is used in the delivery system to shield the load
from voltage sags and voltage spikes. The DVR is hooked
up to the electrical device and therefore the electrical
converter, and
therefore
the battery grid (BESS) is
additionally connected to the DVR, that compensates for
active and effective power to mitigate voltage sags and
voltage swells [8]
The widespread applications of power electronic based
mostly non-linear devices similarly as, the prevalence of
faults cause deviation from pure curved wave shape.
Customers would
like constant wave form,
constant
frequency and symmetrical voltage with a continuing root
mean sq. (rms) worth to control the load properly [9].
In [10] control scheme which deals with voltage sag,
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1. INTRODUCTION:
For sensitive loads like load equipments with power
electronic devices and microprocessor based loads in the
recent time voltage disturbances particularly voltage sag and
swell are major issues. It is a prime need to alleviate such
disturbances to provide supply of good power quality to the
consumers. In this paper a custom power electronic device
or compensator name DVR is discussed with its control
scheme. Fig.1 shows the connection and parts of a DVR.

Fig. 1 Dynamic Voltage Restorer
2. LITRETURE REVIEW
The study [1] presents an optimum control scheme to
maximize the output voltage level number of the cascaded
H-bridge dynamic voltage restorer (CHB–DVR). The
relationship between the modulation index and also
the output voltage level range is analyzed thoroughly. The
compensation reference voltage value is adjusted with the
voltage drop depth to obtain high-quality output voltage
with an acceptable total harmonic distortion.
Open loop control is used for DVR in [2] Different control
techniques to balance voltage sags with phase jump are
proposed and compared. Besides this the disadvantage with
open
loop management strategy utilized
in DVR to
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harmonic voltages and voltage imbalances simultaneously
within a bandwidth is proposed for DVR. It consists a feedforward term to improve the transient response and feedback
term to enable zero error in steady state. Important side of
this management theme is just one controller is needed to
eliminate the ability quality disturbances mentioned on top
of. Controller can be implemented using either rotating
reference frame or a stationary reference frame.
Along with sag and swell harmonics is major power quality
problem. To handle harmonics a novel controller is
proposed in [11]. This proposed controller has a feed
forward loop and two feedback loops. First feedback
circuit is
employed to
actively
increase
the
damping element of LC filter system to stay the output
voltage overshoot at intervals acceptable vary. On the other
hand, feed forward loop is used to compensate the voltage
drop due to the feedback loop. Another feedback loop based
on digital repetitive control algorithm is utilized to
compensate the periodic harmonics of the load voltage,
which may come from power converter, source and non
linear load.
The dynamic voltage renovator (DVR) may be a series
connected device sometimes coupled with DFIG based
mostly wind power systems at PCC to counter voltage sag
or swell and PQ problems. Additionally, it enhances the
LVRT ability by injecting voltage and provides power
compensation to the grid to clear faults [12]

[11]
[12]

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper a systematic review of publications related to
the design and implementation of DVR is presented. It is
found to be an efficient and versatile device to manage
electrical power quality problems.
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